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Shifts in demand e.nd output from older products and industries to those

technologically more advanced are inherent the dynamics of production and

economic development. Moreover, changes in the occupational mix and spatial

location of employment, the skill reouirements of industry, and the

responsibilities of institutions in training workers are intertwined with

technological progress and industrial development. Failure to adapt to these

structural changes can result in skill shortages in emerging occupations,

falling productivity, pookets of substantial unemployment, and lower economic

growth overall.

The Carl D. Perkins Voc Aonal Education Act of 1984 recognizes the

evolvi% nature of industrial change and challenges the vocational education

system ta assume a greater role than in the past in facilitating state and

local economic development. Vocational educators are encouraged to design

programs, for example, to prepare workers for new and emerging technologies,

to promote the'entry of new businesses and industries, to assi t in the

revitalization of established businesses and industries, and to facilitate the

reemployment of workers displaced by technological change or industrial

location. The Act's focus on the funding of new and expanding programs,

rather than on the maintenance of established programs, further accentuates

the trend t-ward making vocational education more sensitive to changing labor

market needs.

This paper dis usses this economic development challenge to vocational

education. It begins with an overview of the dynamic processes of

technological change and industrial development, ard their implications __

jobs and training. Several issues are then raised regarding planning,

implementation and evaluation of vocational education programs as they seek to

facilitate stilte And lrcal economic development. Thereafter, the paper poses

important research questions that should be addressed in the national



assessment of vocational education, and comments on a research approach to

generate answers to these questions.

PRODUCTION LIFE CYCLES AND THE DEKAND AND SUPPLY OF SKILLS

Recent debates over industrial policy and high technology focus attention

on the process of industrial birth, spurts of growth, maturation and

decline.1 The concept that industries pass through a series of stages during

their development, however, dates back to the 1930s, when industries were

found to undergo a sequence of stages -- experimentation, rapid growth,

diminished growth and stability or declin -- during their industrial

"life".2 More recently, separate "life cycles" have been delineated for

poaducts, for production processes, and for technologies.3

Technological change, in particular, is found to be the engine behind

these dynamic pr cesses. By directly affecting levels of uncertainty, of

rigks, of standardizatIon and of product demand, the development of

technologies influences the ti ing and shape of product and process cycles.

These, in turn, affect the nature and behavior of various industries and

fins.

todttc-tornd
Production life cycles affect the occupational mix of jobs as well as the

level of employment in an area. During the experimentation phase, engineers

and scientists are needed to develop new technologies, construct pilot models

and Implement design changes. These professionals perform most of the tasks

later assumed by production and marketing managers technicians and skilled

crafts workers. In addition, the relatively short production runs and general

4
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purpose equipment that characterize the carler -tages of product development

require skilled set-up and maintenance workers. Subsequently, the diffusion

of technology and large-scale production perrnts more roLtinized tasks

requiring less-skilled workers who monitor and control the equipment. Product

assembly can be done by lower-skilled -killed workers who concentrate on

a very limited number of specific tasks.4 Skills, once embodied in the

workforce, are transferred to the production equipment. (See Chart 1)

Industrial development also has implications for the spatial patterns of

employment. Initially production takes place in close proximity to research

and development (R & D) as engineers and scienti ts experiment with product

and process desn. At later stages of development more stable production

techniques and standardized equipment permit the separation of R & D from

production. Manufacturing activities can be transferred to lower-cost regions

and countries, as technologies and products mature and competitive advantage

increasingly becomes a function of unit production costs.5

itLa.WIAXSY:Prep,_arativl
In addition to affecting the demand for various skills, technological

change influences the supply of workers with the relevant skills, as it

triggers "training cycles" in occupational preparation.6 On-the-job training

and other workplace training programs are relied upon to produce the skills

required by the introduction of new technologies. The scientific and

engineering staff initially teach others what needs to be done for production

in small batch jobs. In addition, the skills necessary to operate equipment

that has been custom-designed for a specific company must also be acquired at

the worksite. The manufacturer of the equipment often provides this

training.
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When a technology becomes mor5 widely arkm.ptad and equipment standardized,

skills that were once "firmspec: gqIcome g,7zeneral skills that are

transferable among employers.7 acauupioyers cannot capture the return on

investments in general skills they profer to ;47;lhift the general training out

of the factory and into the schoo:ts uhom it w=all be paid for by the

government or by individual students breOva=r, as demand for such skills

increases, it is easier to formalixe thotrainng and provide it in the

schools. Together these two forces enrage Amthe shift in skill development

from the workplace into the formal educnional system during the middle stages

of the p_ duction cycle. Keypunchlsit,w 'd prc=Jces ing training, and the set

up and operation o:E various numerical mIttol c=quipment are classic examples

of this transfer.

If demands continue to grow. tra1015 becc=imes diffused ong a wide range

of educational institutions. FinellY,lathe fandustry declines and demands

for these skills contract, trai.oing fccums on meeting the replacement needs

f firms and on retraining workers fPreploymnt in other fields. Training

may be spread in haphazard ways among various _ -=-ducational instItutions

training pressures gradually diminish.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MDFRODU4aCTION LIFE CYCLES

As factor avails.btlity and marlatdmands mmliffer among geographic areas,

technological change and productIon ptasses hemave differantial eMets on

specific states and local communities.° Koreemver, the attr_ tiveness of

states and loc-

development varies, su3gestiiig an ongoing, dynammnic process of economic gro-th

and develcpment.

mies to indust-Vtal sector at different stages of
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Vocational education can facilitate structural change by adapting to the

diverse and evolving skill heeds of an area. To do so, however, requires a

co prehensive act of programs, some of which are aimed at facilitating the

transfer of new skill needs from the workplace to the schools, others _f which

focus on job and worker disruption ass ciated with plant closings, layoffs,

and skill obsolescence.

d Hith_IRthvalata

The expanded focus of vocational education in training for new and

emerging fields and for high technology, combined with the more broadlybased

trend promulga0ing high technology as the key to -conomic revitalization,

accen uates the ne d to better understand and inc rporate the dynamic nature

of -c nomic develmpment and pr duction processes into vocational education

policy. Monitoring growth and decline over the course of industrial

development, howear. can be difficult. Anticipating new and emerging skill

requirements is especially trouble ome, as past employment trends and

traditional fore_-sting techniques are not helpful in identifying these labor

market needs.

Training,for_Fm

The Perkins Act promotes training for emerging skills and occupations.

For instance, vocational education is encouraged to train workers in "new and

expanding industries" [Section 321(c)(ii)], to help meet the needs of

"employers who require assistance in training imdividuals for new employment

opportunities or in ret- ining employees in new skills required by changes in

technology, products or processes" [Section 322(b)(1)(A)(v)] and, to develop

programs which stress "new and emerging technologies" (Section 251(a)(5)].
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Technological. change and production processes re ult in the creation of

new skills and occupations.9 The number of workers needed to perform new

tasks, however, is hard to anticipate. Employment projections, frequently

used to guide curricular change and program development for job-related

skills, generally are extrapolations of past employment trends. As sur they

are best able to indicate growth and replacement needs in more traditional

industries with relatively stable products and technologies. They are least

effective in anticipating "turning points" in employment, training gaps in

areas of emerging skill needs, or sudden spurts in employment growth.

The degree of technical competence required by new tasks is also

dif icult to ascertain. On-the-job training and employer-sponsored training

programs are critical for the determination and acquisition of skills required

for "emerging occupations". Working in an environment of considerable

uncertainty and relativ ly high risk, scientists and engineers determine new

occupational requirements at the workplace on a trial and error basis, and

there is often a bias towards higher skills than would be required after

initial produ t development.

Schools cannot hope to prepare workers for emergIng skill needs as they

first arise at the workplace. However, as a technology develops and as

demands for new skills expand, skills become more generalized and transferable

among employers. Trainng can then be formalized and should be transferred to

the educational institutions. This skill transfer process requires close,

continuing collaboration between schools and employers,

9
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Thajnzfor

Part E of the Perkins Act is devoted to training for high technology

occupations. In addition, career guidance and counseling grants may be used

to assist individuals "to develop new skills to move away from declining

occupational fields and enter new and emerging fields in hightechnology

areas"[Section 332(a)(4)1.

Although debate continues over what constitutes the high t chnology

sector, and the quantity and quality of jobs that it can deliver, local

communities, states, regions, and nations are actively seeking to attract

"high tech" employment.10 As generally defined, whigh technology" employment,

includes a list of industries said to be operating at the "cutting edge" of

new technologies -- industries usually identified by their relatively high

proportions of research and development (R & D) expenditures and of

professional and technical workers. Most high technology definitions include,

at a minimum, the following industries: drugs, office and computing machines,

communications equipment, electronics components and accessories, engineering

and scientific Instruments, measuring and controlling devices, optical

instruments and lenses, medical instruments and supplies and photographic

equipment and supplies. Depending of the dufinition used, the proportion of

jobs accounted for by high technology industries in the United States i

relatively small -- ranging from under 2 percent to approximately 8

percent.11

Industries in their early "emerging" stage of dev lopment, are relatively

concentrated geographically.12 Agglomeration economies with respect to
a

research and development, skilled labor pools and support services are

especially important at this stage, particularly for small firms, that lack

10



the resources and Internal capablLts of pro _dir=ng these needs. Small,

newly formed firms tend to play theirgreat:Ist rolftee during this phase of

industrial developm _r as standardization and largescale producton do not

give,large volume producers significant cost advaet=ages.

While accounting for a relatively mall share of employment, "high tech"

industries -- by definition -- do temito have rela tively large proportions of

their employment in highly sitilled professional and I technical jobs compared to

other types of industries. Blue collar and 'lerica=.1 jobs, however, continue

to account for the majority of the employment in thsb-ese newer industries.

Moreover, there is considerable diveratty among hi. Ellh technology industries and

occupations with respect to wage levels,13

As the previous discussion of production life c7=7-ycles implies, the concept

f "high technology" indu try ismisleading. onianh techeology" is a dynamic

and relative concept t at describes the early phase of industrial development.

Industries, -f components thereof, pessehrough "higzh tech" pha

characterized by rapid technological dense, a reletz=ively high degree of R & D

expenditures and a dependence on highly-skilled wer7.-kers. ladle the textile

industry is often referred to as mature or treditiontal, it represented a "high

tech" industry a hundred years ago. Similarly, latte.a_stries considered "high

_h" today, such as computers pofred metals, biotwechnology, or information

processing, may or may not be the "hightech" iechistticries of tomorrow.

Training_for jpdividualand Emn andIndustries

The attention to new skill requirements clearly needs to be broadly cast.

The diffusion of technological change, the rate -I whcaich is said to be

11



increasthgin roerit y ie gcnrte9 new skill requirements throughout the
economy14 tlanufac tor frag, non--manufsoturthg, large firms , small firms ,

private enterpri.i._ es, ptiblioagecies, new businesses, mature businesses all
ere undergoing can-Lang in. their employment patterns and skill needs as

rechnoiogies, suh as tni_soolec=ronics and information processing, change the

ilature ef worIc. The needs of aX_l of these constituencies are addressed in the

Perkins Act.

5/sp1ayed 45

leti4lat04, 1OC=Zekti-n4

-dl amTld Promotion

uospl yed individuals can benefit from the Perkins

ehati_on is encouraged to provide a wide range of
adtilt tnining, etrairling, and _skill upgrading progr -- types of programs
that are often bseeerred by 'el 1or inco e eligibility requirements imposed on

Many trainees undlEler the b Traiiing and Partnership Act (JTPA). The Perkins

Act, for example, pXornoteu the p=ovision of skills for "workers who are

unemployed or thc-m-eatericd with unmployment as a result of technological change

or industrial di.x=1ocation (Soctism,n 251(a) (6)1, assistance to employees "who

require retra1nhag to -areltin ther jobs, or who need training to upgrade their
skills..."(Sectioz=.n 322(h)(1)(A)(ffLii)], and help to employers "to assist their

existing work for..-ce to auij tat to changes in technology or work requir ents"

1322(b) O(C) i))

The developrawfte-nt au t,itrodutIon of new technologies and new types of

equipmeter create asa range a/ rela=ively high-skilled needs generating

opportunities for prorsoti ri and i.dvancement at the workplace. However,

technological changa also brings about increasing levels of standardization
and plass producticznn, whLh parmi a greater division of labor and the

.-. subdivision or itiallittif seated task= into more narrowly defined assignments.

1 9
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This simplification of tasks, or "deskilling", reduces the level of skill

required by the worker to perform the tasks, and diminishes the worker's need

for experience, decision making and judgement.15 Empirical evidence Indicates

that tasks at all skill levels are subject to the deskilling process and to

technologyinduced skill obsolescence.

Deskilling need nor, however, result in the dowigrading or layoff of

workers. Depending on the ways in which work assignments are allocated at the

workplace, deskilling can result in the upgrading or promotion of workers who

have been performing lesserskilled functions. Employe: -Airing and staffing

practices play a key role in how jobs and workers are affected by

technological changes. Vocational education can and should assist, however,

in minimizing the negative effects of technological change. Structural change

and the likelihood of worker dislocation,more generallyIsuggest the need for a

local skill retraining capacity even during prosperous periods. Moreover,

times of rapid technological change intensify the need for programs enabling

workers, at all occupational levels, to update their skills.

Training for Matureluainesses and IndustrIes

The focus on new and emerging fields and industries is apparent in the

Perkins legislation. The Act also addresses -- although often indirectly --

the needs of more traditional businesses and industries. Vocational programs

are encouraged, for instance, that train workers "in skilled occupations

needed to revitalize businesses and industries [Section 251(a)(4)]. More

generally, as they seek to promote productivity and they experience

t chnological change and new skill needs at the workplace, traditional

employers can benefit from a wide range of programs encouraged by the Act.



While emerging industries are characterized by a relatively similar set

of features, the organizational structure and employment needs of industries

that have passed beyond the initial stage of development, vary widely. 16

Standardization and large volume, for instance, foster large firms to take

advantage of economies of scale. As noted above, standardization in

production also promotes the deskilling of tasks and the geographic dispersion

of employment.

In many industries, however, a segment of producti n often remains in

small batch jobs. For instance, firms that produce customdesigned goods,

such as machine shops, metal fabricators and wood working shops, often are

found in mature industries populated by small and medium sized firms.17 An

ongoing supply of skilled workers is often critical to these employers to

stay competitive. Yet smaller firms, with relatively limited human resource

development capabilities and short internal job ladders, often are least able

to provide training to meet their skill needs. Hence, smaller firms are

likely to be much more dependent on external sources of skill training then

are their larger counterparts. The needs of these firms are often overlooked

in planning vocational education programs.

ary, vocational education can fac litate economic development and

structural change as advocated by the Perkins Act, by adapting to the diverse

and evolving skill needs of an area. To do so, however, vocational education

policy must recognize and adjust to the dynamic nature of technological change

and production processes. In particular, vocational education should be

designed to evolve with production life cycles, recognizing innovetions and

developments in technologies, products and processes as signals to future

3 4



skill needs. Most importantly, the skill implications of these processes

cannot be determined nationally -- they must be monitored at the local level.

Moreover, the unpredictability of emerging skills, the importance of on-

the-job training, and differences in skill and duration of training, mean that

vocational education should be integrated with a wide range of educational and

training institutions that provide job-related skills. The diversity of jobs

and skill needs, futhermore, means that this comprehensive training approach

must be linked to an equally broad-based local economic development strategy

that recognizes the need for diversity of firms and industries In an area, and

for flexible workers able to adapt to industrial and occupati nal employment

shifts over time.

THE NEED FOR BALANCE IN TRAINING FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

As they seek to meet the neods of changing labor markets, vocational

educators must guard against being so "labor market responsive" as

undermine longer-term development of workers and of the local economy. A

sensitivity to distinctions betwee_ short-run and long-run labor market

conditions is essential in planning and evaluating vocational education

programs This is particularly important in light of evidence frot case

studies of economic revitalization that suggests that effective development

strategies are likely to take years -- possibly more than a decade -- before

success" is achieved.18

The section addresses four specific topics -- future skill surpluses,

customized training, jobs in branch plants versus indigenous new firms, and

serving new skills at the expen e of the old --that highlight the importance

of making these critical distinctions between short-term and long-term
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economic development.

Generating Future Skill !Surpluses

As vocational education becomes more attuned to meeting the new and

emerging needs of employers, it does so at the risk of generating surpluses of

trained workers in certain fields. Under the immediate pressure of unfilled

jobs. it is tempting to implement quick and ambitious programs to expand the

supply of trained workers, rather than relying on employers to solve some of

their immediate staffing difficulties through changes in recruItment and

internal training practices. Because the permanence of emerging skill needs

are particularly hard to predict, moving quickly in response to employer

pressure can lead to later skill mis etches.

For eyample, there are recent indications that many vocational

educational institutions have jumped on the "high tech bandwagon" and may soon

find themselves contributing to various skill surpluses in occupations such as

computer programming and electronics technicians 19 Ample evidence elsewhere

suggests caution against rapid installment of programs to build up skill

supplies unless the shortage is large and continued demand can be

demonstrated.20

The Perkins Act advocates programs for meeting skilled labor shortages in

high technology fields [Section 341(a)(1)]. Vocational education needs to be

sensitive to balancing shortterm considerations against longerterm skill

prospects as it responds to this challenge. Vocational education planning and

evaluation should address not only the existence of skill shortages but also

such i sues as how fast scarcities can be met and at what risk of eventually

stimulating surpluses.
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Customized Tratnias

The Perkins Act promotes industryeducation partnerships in curricular

and program design, and, in some instances, programs "especially tailored to

the needs of an industry or group of industries for skilled workers" [Section

322(b)(1)(C)(i)1jand for "quickstart customized training for workers in new

and expanding industries or for workers for placement 1. n jobs that are

difficult to fill because of a shortage of workers with the requisite skills"

[Section 322(c) (ii)].

Many states and regions are seeking to attract employers and industries

-- particularly in high technology fields -- by promising "tailor made" or

customdesigned workforces to accomodate individual emplover needs.21

Programs tailored to provide employers with workers that meet their particular

production needs, however, tend to reduce worker flexibility in the labor

market. Vocational education should focus on providing skills that are

transferable among different workplaces, guarding against providing training

that is extremely narrow in scope or designed for any one employer specific

needs. Because young workers are likely to embark upon more than one career

path in their worklife, programs for youth, particularly at the secondary

level, need to be broad enough to enable them to work in a variety of

situati n_ and to adjust to structural change over the course of industrial

development.

Soma jobs require specific training that must be provided almost entirely

on the job. For other occupations, however, such as medical technicians,

clerical workers, and skilled crafts upations, schools can provide most of

the required skills. Vocational educatOrs should identify these different

patterns and concentrate on aspects of training in which they have a

1 7
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ive ad'antage. Vocational educators should work with busin--ses,

unions, providers of government training programs, and other educators to

determine the institutional mix that best meets the needs of the workers, as

well as employers, in local economies.

Pranch Plants versus Indlgenous New Firms

The goal of promoting "the entry of new businesses and industries into a

state or community" also sugges s the need to differentiate between shortterm

and longerterm economic development strategies. Research indicates, for

instance, that there are distinct differences between the contributions of

branch plants of established firms and those of "home grown," new firms with

respect to economic development of the area.23 In particular, branch plants

are likely to provide a larger number of jobs, at least in the short run, than

the latter --and, hence, appear immediately successful. However, jobs at

branch plants a e more apt to involve relatively standardized production

activities then are those at newly created firms indigenous to the area.

Hence, jobs at branch plants generally are more vulnerable than "home grown"

new firms, to dispersion to lowercost areas outside of the area as product

demand or competition intensifies. Moreover, given their mix of production

activities and occupations, branch plants are less likely than indigenous new

firms to act as a "seedbed" or "growth pole" in stimulating new spinoff firms

and future employment opportunities in the area.24

Ownership arrangements of firms raise a further issue of local control --

especially in light of recent trends toward greater globalization of

industries and the increasing importance of multinational corporations in

world trade.25 Firms producing multiple products, In multiple locations are

able to shift resources among product lines and plant sites. One can expect,

1 8



therefore, that local communities that are home to branch plants of

e tablished firms whose headquarters are located elsewhere, will exercise

rela ively limited control over employment and training -ctiv in the

area. Corporate decisions that will directly affect the local community, such

as those involving new product development, plant r locations, and hiring and

staffing, are likely to be made elsewhere, with the overall goals of the

parent corporation overriding local community needs.

A lowcost supply of labor may attract new branch plants or delay the

exodus of local manufacturing jobs involving simplified production tasks.

economic development strategy designed to "capture" such jobs may provide a

temporary respite from economic decline, howeer. may threaten longer term

growth and development in the area.

Serving_the_New_ at_the Expense of the_Old?

A key change in focus of the Perkins Act from prior vocational education

legislation is the emphasis on allocating resources to new and expanding

programs rather than to maintenance of existing programs. The Act also

encourages programs "assist i dividuals to develop new skills to move away

from declining occupational fields and enter new and emerging fields in high°

technology areas and fields experiencing skill shortages" [Section 332(a)(4)].

The attraction of new and emerging businesses and industries can be, and

has been, used effectively as an development tool in -Tonomically depr ssed

areas.26 However, as discussed above, "high team logy" employment is not

sufficiently large enough to "re Ale" all such communities. Moreover, recent

research suggests that many depressed communities may not have the

wherewithall to attract venture capital funds and highlyskilled workers

sought by high technology employers 27

19
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Instead, the key to economic renewal for many communities may lie in a

different type of "high tech" solution -- the intregation of high technology

products into more traditional indust ies to help them hecome more

competitive.28 More generally, research suggests that what "succeeds" in a

community or region is a function of relative advantages, locally and

nationally.29 For employers in growing industries to be attracted to an area,

it must offer a set of loce.tion advantages preferable to those available in

other parts of the country.

The temptation to seek out new and emerging industries and businesses may

drain resources from more traditional sources of employment. Even if new and

emerging industries are successfully recruitcd, alternative employment can be

"crowded out" 3° Labor shortages, particularly, in the blue collar and

clerical fi lds attributable to the growth of new and emerging firms, for

instance, tend to spill over into other sectors less able to compete for

workers. By focusing on these spillover problems of skill replacement needs,

vocational education can help prevent an economic development strategy from

backfiring by impairing the competitiveness of established employers ;ind

prompting their "premature" departure from the area.

RESEARCH ISSUES REGARDING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

In assessing the contribution of Perkins Act reforms to facilitating

econo ic development, a wide range of questions need to be addressed. This

section focuses on some of the major issues that require inve tigation.



I.THE RESPONSIVENESS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TO CHANGING LABOR

1 . Isy ocatio al edueati_en_LEEPedinge

T NEEDS.

A quantitlative analysis of trends in occupational supply and demand

should indicate potential skill shortages or surpluses and whether the

vocational education system is moving in the same direction as the overall

eeonow. Are training programs growing relatively fast in areas where job

openings In related occupations have above average growth rates? Axe proexams

growing relatively slowly or declining where related occupations are

experiencing relatively slow growth or decline? Are programs available for

occupations projected to grow relatively quickly? Which training programs

have low rates of placement, and why?

2. &I...7 VO t o al education monLtorin: IA dS,

Occupational projections can best indicate employment needs in more

traditional, relatively stable industries. Employment projections are much

less likely to pinpoint potential training gaps in areas of new and emerging

skill needs or in occupations experiencing sudden spurts in employment.

Moreover, mismatches in skills supplied and demanded can occur when vocational

education "responds" to past employment trends, that do not continue. When

employment needs change In ways different from past trends, monitoring current

employment trends is essential for determing labor market needs.

3. IsocationaLeducationa onsive h h tee nol

Training for "high technology" sectors requires a comprehensive program

that addresses a wide range of industries, occupations, and skill

requirements. Moreover, the IndustrIal and occupational composition of "high

technology" Sectors differSconsiderably by geographic area. Vocational

education programs to train f r an area's "high technology" sector should be
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designed to accomodate decline as well as growth, smell firms as well as

latge, and a variety of industries and occupations that are likely to change

over time.

4. pow Is vocat onal educatio bel revit ize bu
ndustriesZ

The bulk of employment and job openings in local economies are found in

traditional industries and occupations. How is vocational education helping

them improve productivity and remain competitive? Are the more traditional

businesses and industries in the area being "cro ded out" prematurely because

vocational education programs are not meeting the skilled needs of these

employers?

5. jvocational education b.2121LIZaLs_located workers,

The vast majority of workers likely to be affected by technological

change and industrial dislocation are already at work. The full spectrum of

occupations are vulnerable to technologyinduced deskilling and elimination.

Horeover, industrial decline, employment cutbacks, plant closings and layoffs

inherent in the dynamics of production processes and industrial

development. How well is vocational education preparing workers for upgrading

and promotion opportunities brought about by technological change, and

facilitating worker mobility, more generally, among places of work?

II. BALANCING SHORTTERM AND LONGERTERM DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES

1. _oes vocatIonal eduction to ie*1trninIn aMatL=E

Vocational education cannot hope to prepa e -:orkers for the most advanced

skill needs of companiea that are at the forefront of teChnologiCal change.

However, as a technology develops and demands for new skills expand, skills

22
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become more generalized and transferable among employers. Training ean then

be formalized and should be transferred to the educational institutions.

Vocational education policies should recognize "training cycles" in order to

facilitate this "natural" movement of skill training from the workplace to the

formal education system. Because "training cycli-" are derived from product

and process cycles, however, their characteristics will vary by product,

industry and firm, and among localities. The development of training programs

that parallel "training cyeles" requires close, on-going collaboration between

employers and vocational educators at the local level.

2. 1.7%,2gatigilAL___edue__o-i-:_arditrapictise2
Identification of anticipated job openings is just the first step in

determining training needs. Before translating job openings data into

vocational education prograus. alternative sources of labor supply should be

considered. Might the unemployed, re-entrants to the labor market, or current

employees fill those vacancies? What is the expected duration of skill

shortages and the rates of pay for projected jobs? Are skill scarcities

likely to attract workers from other ar as? By themselves statistics on

employment demand, even when compared with data on the supply of training

program e mpletions, may be misleading and suggest erroneous policy

implications. Labor shortages may, for instance be the result of high

turnover induced by low pay or otherwise poor working conditions.

Alternatively, job openings may occur in occupations that are generally filled

from within the firm -- creating actual job openings at entry-level jobs at

other skill levels.

3.
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The evolving nature of technological change and economic development

emphasizes the need for workers able to adapt to industrial and occupational

shifts over time. The time frame in which planning and evaluation decisions

are made, often d ffer f r educators and employers, with the latter generally

being much.shorter than the former. Vocational education programs, including

customized training, should provided skills that are transferable among a

varlety of workplaces, guarding against providing training that is extremely

narrow in scope or designed to meet the needs of one employer's "specific"

needs. Much better Lnformatjon on the actual transferability of skills among

industries and occupations within local labor markets i s needed than has been

available in the past l'his can be determined by identifying the various

occupational and skill needs of businesses and industries in the area, and by

looking at local patterns of job changing.

4. s vocat onal educe n fosterin djve se_emnleyment_besel

The vulnerability of a particular community or region to the

destabilizing effects of production life cycles depends on the area's mix of

businesses and industries. A diversified employment base provides alternative

job opportunities for dislocated vorkers. In contrast, an area whose

employment is linked to one major employer or several firms providing products

in similar stages of production, is susceptible to a prolonged period of

economic stagnation should its jobs be relocated or eliminated. The

combination of production life cycles and the potential "crowding out" effects

of a successful firm or industry, suggests the need to cultivate a diver

of firms and industries in an area even during prosperous times if economic

growth and development are to continue in the long run.
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III. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING NETWORK

1. Is_voaionalster the institutional andPX9-grAMPor
The various institutional components of the education and training

network emphasize different goals, face diverse constraints, and play

disparate roles in preparing individuals for employment. Such diversity

generates a range of institutional patterns and responsibilities and a mix of

businesseducation linkages within local labor markets. Vo ational education

cannot and should not be expected to train for every skill need. Moreover,

the reality of limited resources in vocational education focuses attention on
the need to establish priorities, recognizing that tradeoffs are inevitable.

Vocational education should, however, be an integral part of a local education

and training system that fosters competitive advantage of its components --
including, for example, apprenticeship programs, employer training, the

military, programs supported by JTPA -- that best meets the needs of workers

and employers in the area.

HOW TO ASSESS VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AS A TOOL FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The issues and questions discussed above suggest the need for an

approach to_ ssessment of vocational education as a tool for economic

development that is disaggregated to the level of decision makers in local

labor markets. There is a need to focus on firms, products, and local labor

markets to better understand the relationships bet-een vocational education

and economic development, and to identify factors leading to divergent



outcomes. Industry studies and national statistical studies cannot address

the types of analytical concerns posed by this report.

The use of detailed case studies of local labor markets for such

assessments is further supported by empirical evidence that demonstrates:

(i) regional specialization within indus ries by type of

production activity, such as R & D, or the assembly of relatively standardized

products,

(ii ) regional specialization of production acttvitjes within

multina onal, multiproduct, and multiplant firms;

(iii) considerable diversity among local areas in their resource

mixes, relative factor costs, and market demands;

(iv) widespread diversity among local high technology sectors;

(v) variati_n in successful economic development strategies

among local economies; and

(vi) considerable variation among local education and training

networks.

Research_Ammah

When analyzed through various classification sch mes, such as by type of

employment sector (high technology or traditional), degree of employment

diversification, and the like, and when viewed in light of the theoretical

framew rk of producti n life cycles, an extensive, detailed account of how

vocational education relate conomic development can be derived fr m the case

studies.
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The ease StudieS could focus, for instance, on a vari y of local areas

representative of particular "types" of labor markets. These might include

case studies of:

(i) labor markets populated by "high technology" employment --

distinguishing between areas in which the "high technology" sectors are

comprised primarily of branch plants of firms based elsewhere, and those

composed mainly of "home grown" indigenous, new firms;

(ii) economically depressed labor markets -- distinguishing between

areas in which the traditional sector involves primarily lowwage, lowskill

production lobs, such as those in apparel, textiles or shoes, and those

composed of relatively high---

autom biles and steel;

(iii) labor markets with highly diversified employment bases

highlyskilled jobs, such those in

with

respec_ to product and industrial mix, in contrast to labor markets dominated

by one employer or group of employers producing products at similar stages of

production;

(iv) labor markets in which the bulk of employment is in smaller

firms producing customdesigned, or specialty products, compared to labor

markets in which largescale, relatively standardized production dominates;

rural and agricultural labor markets compared to urban labor

markets.

This research approach should help to identify common trends and patterns

as vocational education seeks to facilitate economic development In addition,

it should pinpoint vocational education examples "that work" and those "that

d n't work" under particular circumstances, and identify fact

responsible for divergent outcomes.
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rocedures

Two complementary research procedures are suggested by this approach.

First, the collection and analysis of historical, economic, business, and

educational data, to derive a quantitative overview of trends in the local

employment base, and the education and training network. Second, intensive

microstudies of contemporary business practices, and of decision making and

change within education and training institutions derived from IntervIews

with employers, educators and other providers of jobrelated skills.

The first procedure needs to draw upon a wide variety of data sources,

such as the U.S. Census of the Population, the Census of Manufacturing, County

Business Patterns, Employment Security data, area wage surveys, data on plant

expansions and closings, MOICC data, unpublished Ph.D dissertations, industry

specific books and trade journals, company annual reports. government studies,

data on trained graduates, placement and followup of graduates. The field

research will help to explore and better understand less readily quantifiable

factors that may have important impacts on economic development.

The two prcedures reinforce one another. The historical and statIstical

analyses help to verify and generalize the findings of the micro case studies;

the microstudies help to interprete the quantitative findings. Only in this

way can vocational education be linked more directly to industrial and

technological change, and to changes in the organization of work and the

strategies of businesses, that underlie economic development. By pinpointing

where and how vocational education can effectively foster economic

development, this renearch approach should also highlightAfuture change in

federal vocational education legislation.
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